
Spelling checkers, translators & homework helpers.
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Homework helpers & electronic tutors
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esktop Speaking Spanish Master
POKMAN BES-1840. Pronounces English and Spanish words using new,
Noved ClariSpeech- technology. Over 2,500,000 translations with advanced verb
ijugations. 6 learning tools, including Grammar Guide and TOEFL word list. Metric

currency conversions. Add a second book anytime with Bookman slot.

-2107 119.99
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Pocket Spanish
Master
BOOKMAN DBE -1440.
Spanish/English dictionary
with 2,000,000 translations

nd expanded verb conjugations. Large 5 -line display with adjustable type. 6
earning tools, including TOEFL word list and a Grammar Guide. 7 fun and
ducational word games. Calculator with metric and currency converters. Bookman

of in rear. 63-2112 59.99

Swipe for more homework helpers

SEIKO
Electronic tutor can
dramatically improve
scores on college entrance
exams
ED5640. It's like having your own personal
tutor, sample SAT test questions and reference

library all in one. Improves SAT, PSAT, ACT,
TOEFL and GED test -taking skills. Four
learning modes-synonym matching, word
association, SAT preparation, and TOEFL

preparation. You learn English vocabulary at your own pace. Over 100,000 multiple-

choice questions & answers. Advanced phonetic spell checker with crossword
solver. Add your own choice of words with a customizable user list. A reference

library contains the American Heritage Dictionary and Roget's II: The New
Thesaurus. Contains Barron's Hot Words for the SAT I and Barron's Essential Words

for the TOEFL. Grammar assistance with corrections for 700,000 verb conjugations,
plus noun and adjective infections. In all, there's a total of over 1.6 million

spellings, definitions, synonyms, verb conjugations and multiple-choice questions.

63-2043 49.99
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Swipe for spell checkers

Card -size spell checker

Small enough to slip into a shirt pocket, yet provides easy phonetic spelling
correction for over 30,000 words. Built-in crossword puzzle solver and 8-digit

calculator. Auto -off turns the spell checker off after you are through using it, saving

batteries. 63-2035 17.99

Translators
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Pocket English/Spanish
translator with clothing
and currency converters
Seiko ET -2240. Over 300,000 words.
Directly translates verb conjugations in
one easy step -17 tenses and 10 persons.
Also, translates over 300 of the most
useful travel phrases. Converts European
clothing to American sizes and vice versa.
Built-in 10 -digit calculator with 28 metric

nd currency conversions. EZ-Learn teaching system helps build language skills.
arsonal word quiz. One-year limited warranty. 63-2118 24.99
eiko ET -6640 Spanish/English dictionary. Over 4 million bidirectional
anslations, 15,000 full verb conjugations. 980-1208 59.99
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Swipe for translators
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Four language
pocket translator
Translates over 40,000 words
and 130 travel phrases between
English, Spanish, German and
French. Built-in calendar, clock,
and calculator with metric and
currency converters.

63-2166 14.99

1.800 -THE -SHACK

Copies of available warranties ate available upon request at storm for inspection before
sale, or by writing Customer Relations, 200 Taylor Street, Suite 600, Fort Worth, TX 761C2


